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1. Software Interfaces





Current interfaces are rigid, siloed, 
and mass-produced



“Malleable software aims to increase the power of existing 
adaptation behaviors by allowing users to pull apart and re-
combine their interfaces at the granularity of individual UI 
elements” 

— Philip Tchernavskij. 2019. Designing and Programming 
Malleable Software.



Current interface production incentivises 
a specific topology of software



The “App” paradigm of 
software



Cloud software platforms 



Local-first (BYOC) software





The topological relationship between 
interfaces and software is holding computing 
back.


To achieve the aspirations of malleable 
software we need a new approach to 
interface production.



2. Canvases & 
Information Substrates



What is a “Spatial Canvas”?

Left to Right: Excalidraw, Reaktor, Blender Nodes, TLDraw, Stately

A set of objects with positions 
in a shared Euclidean space and 
relationships between them.



What is an “Information Substrate”?

“An information substrate is a 
digital computational medium 
that holds digital information” 

— Michel Beaudouin-Lafon. 2017. Towards Unified Principles of Interaction



“Data does not exist in a vacuum. It is part of a substrate that provides 
context for interpreting data and constraints for presenting and 
interacting with it” 

— Michel Beaudouin-Lafon. 2018. Information Substrates



Canvases are not just tools, they are 
powerful information substrates.


They define constraints on data, context for its 
interpretation, and a means of presentation and 
interaction.



3. Demo



4. An Integration Domain for HCI?



“In circuit design, engineers do not expect that their 
integrated circuits to be wired together directly with other 
ICs. Instead there is a whole vocabulary of glue components, 
including resistors and capacitors and small logic arrays, 
constituting a separate integration domain.”

— Stephen Kell. 2009. The Mythical Matched Modules



“An integration domain is simply a set of languages 
or tools for performing integration of software.”

— Stephen Kell. 2009. The Mythical Matched Modules



Could the spatial canvas evolve into an 
integration domain for interfaces and 
interaction?
A UX/UI integration substrate?



How can we evolve the canvas?
1. Extensibility without coordination: Systems can extend the canvas 

without coordination of code 

2. Sets: Objects can belong to distinct sets with semantics to ‘bind’ 

them to running systems

3. Regions: The uniform ‘empty space’ of a canvas can be divided into 

regions which take on local properties and behaviours

4. Fields: Beyond discrete objects and topologies, we need ways to 

define behaviour of the space itself 
5. Integration Semantics: Expression of relationships between 

spaces, regions, fields, and the objects which occupy them.



Set Membership allow co-existing objects to share semantics



Regions allow systems or behaviour to be bound to a portion of space



Fields enable the space itself to have behaviour



Integration Semantics enable interaction between interface ‘parts’

“A unifying medium [for integration] is clearly useful because it converts 
problem of size n2—mapping all languages to all other languages—into one 
apparently of size 2n.” 

— Stephen Kell. 2009. The Mythical Matched Modules



“Relations, not scripts or circuits”

Integration Semantics enable interaction between interface ‘parts’



Canvases could be to HCI what Haskell is to 
Type Systems research: 

Many interfaces and interactions co-existing in 
the same shared environment



An “Integration Domain” 
for software interfaces?



In Summary:


Developing an Integration Domain for HCI can 
enable new software topologies which are 
more malleable, flexible, pluralistic and fun. 

I believe spatial canvases are particularly well 
suited to be a foundation for this integration 
domain.



5. One Fun Idea



If you squint, a lot of interfaces start to appear 
equivalent
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Must these views be discrete?



Credit: Andrew Blinn
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Some view changes are discrete



Some view changes are continuous
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What are the limits of continuous view transformations?
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Objects: 
Relations: 

Interaction:

Discrete Symbols 
Link Topology 
—

+ Names 
+ Containment 
+ Renaming

+ Body Text 
— 
+ Body Text Editing

— 
— 
+ View Scrolling



<— 𝑓∈C⁰ —>

Can we formalise a kind of 
‘Visual-Semantic Morphism’?



Can we create a grammar of localised 
‘visual–semantic morphisms’?



A new substrate for UX/UI integration

Let’s abolish apps, turn them into compost, 
and grow something better together.



Twitter/X: @OrionReedOne 
Mastodon: @orion@hci.social 
Email: me@orionreed.com 
GitHub: github.com/orionreed

Say Hi!
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